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Terms of Reference

- describe current state of affairs of Israel's
   road safety research and academic
   education

- outline future directions and goals for road
   safety research and academic education

- recommend how to achieve outlined goals,
   incl. international collaborations
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Research Method (I)

- group discussion on interpreting Terms of
    Reference
- invitation to all universities in Israel
- analysing documentation sent in by universities
- identifying major research clients
- preparing standard questionnaires for all visits
- visiting universities and clients of research
- preparing draft report
- presentation to two foundations
- preparing a final report
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Research Method (II)
Overview of meetings

- Universities and research institutes
- Haifa University
- Technion Haifa
- Tel Aviv University
- Ben Gurion University
- Bar- Ilan University
- Gertner Institute

- Clients of research
- Or Yarok

             - National Road Safety Authority
- Ministry of Transportation
- National Traffic Police
- Central Bureau of Statistics
- National Roads Company
- Local authorities
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Main findings

1. High quality of current road safety research
2. Critical mass of researchers is needed
3. Research requires planning, coordination and
     continuity
4. Professional education needs strengthening
5. Relationship between research and application
     of results requires development
6. Formalise and expand international
     collaboration
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High quality of current road safety research

  - publication in international reviewed journals is
      widespread
  - special strengths at

- Ben Gurion University in behavioural research 
               (human factors)

- Technion in evaluation of road safety measures 
               (esp. engineering)

- Bar-Ilan University in social and cultural
               influences

- Gertner Institute in injury surveillance and 
               epidemiology
  - additional recognized researchers at various
      universities
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Critical mass of researchers is needed

- Ben Gurion University has viable group of road
    safety researchers
- Bar-Ilan University needs to create a group of
    researchers to build on potential and/or could
    partner with Ben Gurion University
- Technion has large transportation group and
    needs strengthening in road safety
- Gertner Institute and Haifa University could
    partner in public health aspects of road safety
    research
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Research requires planning,
coordination and continuity

- no strategic planning of research
- research topics are determined by
    commissioned research (RfP) and individual
    researcher initiatives
- little coordination and collaboration intra and
    inter university and across traditional discipline
    boundaries
- lack of multiyear (e.g. five years) core funding
    constrains capacity building and programme
    development
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Professional road safety education needs
strengthening

- rapid development of road transport requires
    expanding research capacity
- existing capacity relies heavily on a very small
    group of internationally recognized researchers
- core funding for programmes is needed
    for effective succession planning and career
    path development
- expand and strengthen dedicated road safety
    graduate programmes
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Relationship between research and
application of results requires development

- researchers must put more emphasis on the
    dissemination of their results to the practitioner,
    professional and decision-making communities in
    Israel
- in commissioning research, dissemination of results
    must be included and funded in the contract
- a process should be developed to communicate
    research results to practitioners and decision-makers
- partnerships must be formed between researchers and
    sponsors to facilitate implementation
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Formalise and expand international
cooperation

- Israel should formally join international organisations, e.g.
    FERSI, ETSC, IRTAD, OECD/ECMT
- universities should form bilateral agreements with research
    groups abroad, incl. student exchange
- involvement should be strengthened in EC research
    projects and programmes
- establish a ‘clearing house’ function for the dissemination
    of international research results
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Recommendations for research and
professional education

- Funding

- Organisation

- Future directions
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Funding of research

- five major commissioners of research are
   identified

- National Road Safety Authority
- National Roads Company
- Ministry of Transportation
- Ran Naor Foundation

         - Or Yarok
- coordination between these partners for research
   planning and prioritisation is essential
- coordinate research funding to avoid
   duplication and leaving gaps
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Organisation of research planning

- Establish a national partnership with four tasks
- strategic planning of research
- action plan for research
- monitor progress and quality of research
- support dissemination and implementation of 
   results

- Two models for leading, organising and managing
    Israel's road safety research enterprise

- a model within the NRSA led by the appointed chief
   scientist
- a model in which all major funders create a 

              partnership
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NRSA Ran Naor
FoundationNRCMOT

Road safety research partnership

Clients 
of research

- planning
- coordination
- monitoring

Research
providers

core areas of research (multi year)

policy behaviour engineering public health

project funding on a competitive basis

OR YAROK

Proposed organization of road safety research in Israel 
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Organisation of research delivery

-  Facilitate four core areas of research
- road safety policy development and evaluation
- behavioural research
- engineering research
- public health research

- Rationale for establishing research centres
- capacity building through continuity of funding
- create career paths in road safety research
- provide critical mass
- develop succession planning
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Future directions for research (I)

missing research programme areas:
- road safety management systems
- organisational and institutional
    behaviour
- economic costs and appraisal
- planning for sustainable safety within
    Israel’s rapid transport development
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Future directions for research (II)

major specific road safety issues:
- vulnerable road users, especially
     pedestrians
- regulation, enforcement and judicial
     processes
- impaired road users (alcohol, drugs and
     medicines, fatigue)
- special concern groups, e.g. Arab, religious,
     immigrants, older persons
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Closing remarks

• To achieve its ambitious safety targets Israel needs a strong
research programme and systematic professional road safety
education.

2. Action is urgent, given Israel’s major planned investment in
transport infrastructure.

3. We conclude that the basic elements for relevant high quality
research exist in Israel.

4. However, without a strong focus and clear leadership on
systematic research planning, long term funding and better
coordination and cooperation, the potential will not be realised.


